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GRAHAM FEEST CONSULTANCY SUPPORTING NHS TRACK AND TRACE APP
The NHS COVID-19 app, now available to download for free in England and Wales, is the fastest way
to see if you're at risk from coronavirus. The faster you know, the quicker you can alert and protect
your loved ones and community. The app has a number of tools to protect you, including contact
tracing, local area alerts and venue check-in. It uses proven technology from Apple and Google,
designed to protect every user’s privacy.
It is the policy of the Graham Feest Consultancy to encourage all to download the app.
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A NEW DECADE OF ACTION

The first Global Plan for a Decade of Action which is now coming to an end timewise was developed
and launched in 2011, encouraging countries to implement good practices in five pillars: road
safety management, safer roads and mobility, safer vehicles, safer road users and post-crash
response. According to the World Health Organization (WHO) there are around 1.35 million road
traffic deaths globally and between 20 to 50 million more people injured The majority of these
collisions occurred in low and middle-income countries (LMICs) and involve vulnerable road users—
pedestrians, cyclists and motorcyclists.
The UN General Assembly has adopted a new resolution on global road safety to follow on from the
initial Decade for Action which is as follows:
The Resolution:


Reiterates its invitation to Member States and the international
community to intensify national, regional and international
collaboration, with a view to meeting the ambitious road safetyrelated targets in the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.



Endorses the Stockholm Declaration, approved at the third Global
Ministerial Conference on Road Safety, held in Stockholm on 19th
and 20th February 2020.



Proclaims the period 2021–2030 as the Second Decade of Action for
Road Safety, with a goal of reducing road traffic deaths and
injuries by at least 50 per cent from 2021 to 2030, and in this
regard calls upon Member States to continue action through 2030
on all the road safety-related targets of the Sustainable
Development Goals.

Among its many provisions the UN General Assembly resolution also:
Encourages Member States to ensure political
commitment and responsibility at the highest
possible level for improving road safety, and to
develop and/or implement road safety strategies
and plans with the involvement of all relevant
stakeholders, including all sectors and levels of
government, as appropriate.

United Nations legal instruments on road safety
and beyond accession, applying, implementing and
promoting their provisions or safety regulations.
Encourages Member States to make efforts to
ensure the safety and protection of all road users
through safer road infrastructure by taking into
account the needs of motorized and non-motorized
transport and other vulnerable road users,
especially on the highest-risk roads with high rates
of crashes, through a combination of proper
planning and safety assessment.

Invites Member States that have not already done
so to consider adopting comprehensive legislation
on key risk factors, including the non-use of seat
belts, child restraints and helmets, the drinking of
alcohol and driving, and speeding, and to consider
implementing appropriate, effective and evidenceand/or science-based legislation on other risk
factors related to distracted or impaired driving.

Invites Member States that have not already done
so to consider adopting policies and measures to
implement
United
Nations
vehicle
safety
regulations or equivalent national standards to
ensure that all new motor vehicles meet
applicable minimum regulations for the protection
of occupants and other road users, with seat belts,
airbags and active safety systems fitted as
standard equipment.

Reaffirms the role and importance of the United
Nations legal instruments on road safety.
Encourages Member States that have not yet done
so to consider becoming contracting parties to the
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2018 DRINK DRIVE ANALYSIS
The final estimates for 2018 indicate that between 220 and 260 people were killed in road collisions
in Great Britain where at least one driver or rider was over the drink drive limit giving rise to a
central estimate of 240 deaths. This is similar to levels seen since 2010. This represents around
13% of all deaths in reported road crashes in 2018.(A total of 1,784 deaths in total for 2018)
An estimated 8,680 people were killed or injured when at least one driver was over the drink-drive
limit. This represents an increase from 8,600 in 2017, but is still 4% lower than the level in 2016.
The total number of collisions where at least one driver was over the alcohol limit rose by 3% to
5,890 in 2018 compared to 2017, but is 3% lower than the level in 2016
SPEEDING DURING LOCKDOWN
There are many quality excuses given as to why people exceed the speed limit or drive faster than
they should well now we need to add:
“Officer I was driving more quickly than usual in order to get home quicker and avoid catching
coronavirus”
According to telematics provider AX; drivers committed serious speeding offences three times more
regularly than normal at the height of lockdown. Whether it was simply down to reduced traffic
levels or perhaps drivers assuming police forces had bigger priorities the data shows that given the
opportunity, many drivers are clearly willing to speed and quite often significantly so. It was car
drivers who were the worst offenders, with major incidents detected for them four times as often
as normal compared with only twice as often for van drivers.
Its data shows that what it calls level four speeding events - equivalent to doing at least 51mph in a
30mph speed limit zone or 105mph in a 70mph limit - occurred once every 136 miles on average in
April this year compared to once every 443 miles in February.
Level two events - at least 42mph in a 30mph zone or 91mph in a 70mph zone - occurred once
every 32 miles in April, compared with once every 94 miles in February.
Drivers became more law-abiding as lockdown measures eased with half as much speeding in June
as there was in April, though still well above pre-lockdown levels.
POSTER COMPETITION LAUNCHED
This took me back to my early days in road safety when the each year through the Schools we held
the annual poster competition and I wonder whether we have come full circle?
The Transport Planning Society (TPS), the professional body for transport planners in the UK, and
walking charity Living Streets have launched a poster competition for primary school children to
promote environmentally friendly ways to travel to school. Children between the ages of 4 and 11
are invited to design and send in posters. The winning poster will be shown all being well at this
year’s Transport Planning Day event on 16th November, as well as being published in an e-book.
The winner will also receive a prize and a separate gift for their school. The hope is that by inviting
children to take part in this competition it will encourage them to learn about environmentally
friendly ways to travel and inspire the transport planners of the future.
All entries need to be submitted by 5th October 2020.
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COLLISIONS IN 20MPH ZONES
Research has indicated that the number of collisions occurring in 20pmh zones increased by 148% in
three years.
BookMyGarage.com found that just 13% of drivers in the UK adhere to 20mph limits on the road,
despite the slow zones accounting for more than 10,000 collisions a year and the data comes while
a growing number of councils both introduce and increase 20mph limits to improve road safety.
The Department for Transport (DfT) figures on speeding found
86.88% of drivers in the UK exceed the speed limit on 20mph
roads, with the average speed measured at 26mph. The
analysis suggests that, as the number of 20mph zones increase,
so do the average speeds of motorists using them. Since 2017,
the average speed of motorcyclists in 20mph zones has
increased from 27mph to 30mph, while van drivers’ average
speed has also gone up from 25mph to 26mph during the same
period.
The research also shows that just 13% of drivers in the UK
adhere to 20mph limits, despite these slow zones accounting
for more than 10,000 accidents a year.
The latest DfT Road Casualty Report shows that there were 10,661 accidents in 20mph roads in the
UK in 2018, accounting for nearly one in 10 of all road collisions for the year.
There are a number of police forces which have seen large percentage increases, with the biggest
seen by Dyfed-Powys, Metropolitan Police, Suffolk and West Midlands forces. Some forces have seen
a reduction in the number of collisions, although these are largely in areas with a small number of
20mph zones. London has by far the greatest number of 20mph zones and collisions recorded by the
Metropolitan Police account for nearly 57% of the total across the UK.
BookMyGarage.com head of marketing, Jessica Potts, said:
“It’s been proven that 20mph zones help improve traffic flow and cut down on collisions,
with the DfT’s own research suggesting 20mph zones work best when the average speed is
below 24mph. But the zones have been largely despised by motorists, who find it painfully
slow going to drive through them, which is probably why the limits are being roundly
ignored.”
Rod King, The Founder of 20 is Plenty said
“There has been a large increase in crashes on 20mph roads because there has been a large
increase in the number of 20mph roads. It is patently obvious that if you convert 30mph
roads to 20mph you will increase the total casualties on 20mph roads and decrease total
casualties on 30mph roads. Converting 30mph roads to 20mph has resulted in reductions of
the order of 20% on those roads in Bristol, Calderdale, Edinburgh and many other places.
Recently 130 road safety ministers from around the world called for the default speed limit
in urban/village streets to be 30km/h or 20mph. Intelligent Speed Assistance speed limiters
will be mandatory on all new car models from 2022 and will further increase the success of
20mph limited streets.”
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BRIDGE STRIKES
An Opinion by Derek Cozens
“I was interested to see that there is article on Bridge strikes in your September Edition of the
Newsletter.
Bridge strikes are currently perceived as a ‘driver’ problem when it is actually an information
problem that could be overcome by the design of effective control measures. Yet another example
of a problem where the current Sign Warnings don’t work and a safety issue that requires the
development of technological solution to be installed across the whole nation. The technology is
all readily available to provide a cost effective warning system incorporating vehicle height
detection and warnings that drivers cannot miss.
With the economies of scale of volume
manufacture and installation as a nationwide solution, it is a project that could payback in under a
year given the figures quoted on the number of strikes and the costs incurred. With the target for
future strikes being set at zero, no committees would be needed.
I have been thinking about this
problem for a while, wondering if it
would take a bus full of school
children to be killed before action
was taken. I attach two images
that I have kept of bus strikes, the
one that has the bus lodged under
the bridge had students on board.
The vehicle on the breakdown
vehicle was an example of the
driver forgetting he was driving a bus and not his car. A recent channel 4 documentary featured a
4 metre High vehicle stuck under a bridge with 4 metre warnings, obviously designed for a push fit,
not clearance...”
A NEW CODE OF PRACTICE PROPOSED FOR PRIVATE CAR PARKING FIRMS
The Government is proposing a new Code of Practice aimed at eliminating unfair fines issued by
private car parking firms. The proposals include a maximum
cap for parking fines, a 10-minute grace period before a late
fine can be issued, and a requirement for parking firms to
clearly display pricing with terms and conditions.
The proposed new code and framework will also include the
creation of a mandatory single Appeals Service and Appeals
Charter for motorists to turn to if they are unfairly fined.
Under the charter, motorists could be able to appeal their
fine and see it reduced to a maximum of £20 or cancelled.
There will also be a tiered system to differentiate between
major and minor offences
The measures, which will form part of a new Parking Code of Practice and Framework are described
as a ‘victory for the millions of motorists across the country'. It is intended to put a stop at rogue
parking firms using aggressive tactics and handing out unfair parking tickets with no right to appeal.
The proposals aims to restore ‘common sense’ to the way parking fines are issued, while cracking
down on offenders who put other people in danger and hinder the emergency services.
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LOCK DOWN EFFECT ON ROAD DEATHS AND SPEEDING ACROSS THE EU
Preliminary data from 25 EU Member States show an average 36% drop in road deaths in April 2020
compared to the average of the same month in the previous three years, according to a new report
by the European Transport Safety Council.
The highest reduction in road deaths was recorded in Italy (84%), followed by Belgium, Spain,
France and Greece with decreases of over 59%. But reductions in traffic did not lead to reductions
in deaths in all countries. In Sweden, Denmark and the Netherlands, road deaths during the month
of April remained similar or were even higher than in previous years. Notably, Sweden had less
strict Covid-19 containment measures compared to many other EU countries.
The research indicates that deaths in general did not decline by the same degree as traffic volume.
Denmark published official data showing a
10% increase in the proportion of drivers
speeding.

39% on non-urban roads compared with the
same period in 2019.
A UK insurer that uses telematics to monitor
young policyholders, reported a 15% increase
in speed alerts sent to drivers that exceeded
speed limits.

French speed camera data showed a 16%
increase in the most serious speeding
offences (50% above the legal speed limit)
compared to the same period last year.

In Sweden, no increase in speeding was
recorded.

Estonia recorded a 22% increase in the
proportion of drivers exceeding the speed
limit on main rural roads compared with April
2018-2019 average.

The Netherlands recorded frontal impact
collisions between cyclists for the first time,
possibly indicating that cycle paths were too
narrow to accommodate changes in usage.
Cyclist deaths in Czechia increased by 86%.

In Spain, speed violations detected on a
sample of fixed safety cameras increased by

THE STRATEGIC ROAD NETWORK (SRN)
The SRN in England is around 4,300 miles long and is made up of motorways and trunk roads along
with the most significant ‘A’ roads and is managed by Highways England. It represents around two
per cent of all roads in England by length and carries a third of all traffic by mileage. Two thirds of
all heavy goods vehicle mileage in England is undertaken on the SRN.
Drawing on the 2019 provisional casualty
figures Highways England has confirmed that
a total of 209 people died on the Strategic
Road Network (SRN) in 2019 representing a
cut of 16.4% on the previous year following
four consecutive rises in fatalities from 2014
(211 fatalities) to 2018 (250).

The 2019 figure is also below the trajectory
required to achieve a 40% fall by the end of
2020 (against the average for 2005-2009) and
is in fact below the implied figure for 2020,
which is 214 fatalities. However, annual
fatalities on the network were significantly
below this trajectory at the beginning of the
last decade and have at best flatlined since.

The 2019 figure would mean that there were a total of 2,322 fatalities on the SRN during the
decade – an annual average of 232.
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CONSULTATION ON PAVEMENT PARKING
The Government has launched an open consultation which can be found at
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/managing-pavement-parking/pavement-parkingoptions-for-change to ban parking on pavements – with local councils potentially being given
powers to stop it from happening.
Three options are proposed in the consultation




Improving the traffic regulation order process to make it easier for councils to prohibit
pavement parking in their areas
Giving councils powers to fine drivers who park on paths
A London-style nationwide ban on pavement parking.

Pavement parking presents a safety risk when parked cars occupy the pavement and force
vulnerable pedestrians to move into the road. Disabled people say pavement parking is a significant
barrier to carrying out daily journeys. Recent research from the charity Guide Dogs shows that 32%
of people with vision impairments and 48% of wheelchair users were less willing to go out on their
own because of pavement parking, decreasing independence and contributing towards isolation.
Transport Secretary Grant Shapps said:
“Parking on pavements means wheelchair users, visually impaired people and parents with
pushchairs can be forced into the road which is not only dangerous but discourages people
from making journeys. A key part of our green, post-COVID recovery will be encouraging
more people to choose active travel, such as walking, so it is vital that we make the
nation’s pavements accessible for everyone.”
Stephen Edwards, director of policy and communications at Living Streets, said:
“We’re regularly contacted by disabled and older people who feel trapped in their homes
because there is not enough room on the pavement for wheelchairs or mobility scooters.
This has impacted more people during the pandemic with blocked pavements affecting
everyone’s ability to physically distance.”
The government announced £2 billion in May to get more people walking and cycling and see
clearing the pavement of obstructions caused by vehicles parking on them as a major issue in
encouraging people to walk.
All responses must be made by 22nd November 2020
TRIALS OF 20MPH, 40MPH, ROAD CLOSURES AND ONE-WAY SYSTEMS
Trials of 20mph speed limits are set to begin in 80 towns and villages across the Scottish Borders
later this year. The 18-month trial is part of the effort to improve road safety and encourage
people to walk and cycle and is being funded by a £1.2m grant from the Scottish Government’s
Spaces for People programme.
The trial will be rolled out across the region between October and December with evaluations
taking place after 12 months, with suggestions being made on which schemes to retain or remove.
The remaining six months of the trial will be used to implement any permanent changes.
A number of trial 40mph areas, road closures and one-way systems are also being implemented
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BLUE LIGHT AWARE 2020
Drivers are being encouraged to watch an updated video – which advises motorists on how to help
an emergency service driver when on a run with its lights flashing and sirens sounding.
Published by GEM Motoring Assist, Blue Light Aware is based on advice given in the Highway Code
which addresses specific situations identified as causing confusion for motorists. The video provides
examples of best practice in a number of the most common scenarios encountered.
The 2020 version also shows drivers how to form an
‘emergency corridor’ – where drivers in the outside
lane move right and those in other lanes move left
which is designed to create enough space for
emergency vehicles to make progress along the
carriageway and provide assistance where it is
needed. Among the areas covered by the10 short
animations are smart motorways, traffic lights,
where to stop, motorway breakdowns, double white
lines and roundabouts.
You can view the updated version at
advice/general-driving-tips/blue-light-aware/

https://blog.motoringassist.com/driving-tips-and-

BRIEFING CUSTOMERS
The issue of briefing customers about the vehicles they are about to drive has led for calls for the
government, vehicle manufacturers and vehicle hire companies to provide greater education of new
in-car technology before drivers leave the forecourts or take delivery of their new vehicle
according to IAM RoadSmart and data from research they commissioned and published earlier this
year under the title (effect-of-in-vehicle-infotainment-on-driver-performance) as found at
https://www.grahamfeest.com/resources/documents/reports-and-research-documents/
“Effect of In-Vehicle Infotainment on Driver
Performance” revealed that Apple CarPlay and
Android Auto significantly affect drivers’ reaction
times, more than alcohol and cannabis use and
increase stopping distances. IAM RoadSmart says
anything that distracts a driver’s eye or mind from
the road is bad news for road safety and is calling on
car dealers to educate motorists on how to correctly
use new in-car infotainment systems, so that they
are a safety benefit and not a ‘potentially dangerous
distraction’.
CHANGES TO THE CAR DRIVING LICENCE THEORY TEST
Video clip scenarios will replace the written case study within the multiple choice part of the
current theory test from Monday 28th September 2020. Candidates will be asked 3 questions based
on the short video clip. Overall the content of the theory test will not change. There will still be 50
multiple-choice questions in total and candidates will need to achieve a pass mark of 43. The
hazard perception part of the test is not changing. This is where you watch video clips to spot
developing hazards.
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NEW PROPOSED ROAD SAFETY FRAMEWORK FOR SCOTLAND
A proposed New Road Safety Framework to move the agenda forward to 2030 has been published
for consultation by the Scottish Government looking to halve the number of people killed or
seriously injured on the road network by 2030 and achieve zero fatalities by 2050. The targets to
2030 are formulated on the 2014-18 baseline and are looking for a 50% reduction in people killed
50% reduction in people seriously injured 60% reduction in children killed or seriously injured.
The current road safety strategy ends this year after achieving significant success - 168 people were
killed in 2019, a reduction of 42% since the current baseline, meaning Scotland is currently
exceeding its 2020 target of a 40% reduction along with 2,001 who were seriously injured despite a
27% rise in traffic since 1995 meaning that Scotland has seen a 61% decrease in road collisions
across the same period.
The new plan is looking now to employ the safe
systems approach ('A Safe (road) System mitigates
[human error] within five pillars - effectively layers
of protection - in the form of safe road use; safe
roads and roadsides; safe vehicles; safe speeds; and
better post-crash response; all working in harmony to
prevent deaths and serious injuries).' to create a more
'forgiving' road environment that allows for human
error without resulting in death or serious injury.
Under the safe systems, approach indicators have
been
developed
and
categorised as
either
intermediate measures; tracking performance of
casualty figures for specific user groups; or key
performance indicators such as measuring observed
road safety behaviours and vehicle safety and road
infrastructure.
The Key performance indicators will include:







Percentage of motorists driving within the
speed limit; Percentage of drivers not distracted by a handheld mobile phone/Sat Nav or incar entertainment system;
Percentage of vehicle occupants wearing a seatbelt or child restraint system correctly;
Percentage of distance driven over roads with a casualty rate below an appropriate
threshold; Percentage of new passenger cars with a EuroNCAP97 safety rating equal or
above a predefined threshold;
Time elapsed in minutes and seconds between the emergency call following a collision
resulting in personal injury and the arrival of the emergency services.

Route risk mapping with proactive road assessments will also be used in addition to the more
traditional reactive analysis of incident cluster sites to help target investment.
The consultation closes on 1st December 2020
A copy of the document can be initially found at https://www.grahamfeest.com/resources/latestuploads/ after which is can be located at:
https://www.grahamfeest.com/resources/documents/strategy-documents-and-action-plans/
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ANALYSIS OF PEOPLE EXCEEDING THE SPEED LIMIT
Latest Government statistics found half of cars and vans exceed the
speed limit on motorways and more than one in 10 speed by more than
10mph. More than half rigid heavy goods vehicles (HGV) exceeded the
speed limit on 30mph roads, with around one in 20 doing so by more
than 10mph. In 2019, under free-flowing traffic conditions, 50% of cars
exceeded the speed limit on motorways compared to 54% on 30mph
roads and 9% on 60mph roads. 'Free flow' speeds are observed in
locations without external factors that restrict speed such as junctions,
hills, sharp bends and speed enforcement cameras. For all vehicle types,
compliance tended to be highest on national speed limit single
carriageways and lowest on 30mph roads. By their nature, 20mph routes
are not likely to be free flow. Department for Transport guidance
suggests the limit is most effective when supporting traffic calming
measures are installed. As a result, free flow 20mph sites are not
representative of most 20mph routes
[REF to NSL = National Speed Limit]
CARS The proportion of cars exceeding the
speed limit by more than 10 mph was 12% on
motorways but just 6% on 30 mph roads and
1% on 60mph roads. More reassuringly,
average car speeds under free flow conditions
were close to the speed limit on motorways
(69mph) and 30mph roads (31mph) and under
the speed limit on 60mph roads (50mph).
Under free flow conditions 86% of cars
exceeded the speed limit at the 20mph sites
with 20% exceeding the speed limit by more
than 10mph. Under free flowing conditions,
the proportions of cars complying with the
speed limit were 50% on motorways, 91% on
national speed limit (NSL) single carriageways
and 46% on 30mph roads. On NSL single
carriageway roads 9% of cars exceeded the
limit, compared to 54% on 30mph roads and
50% on motorways.

HGV In free flow conditions, 99% of
articulated HGVs complied with the speed
limit on motorways, 73% on NSL single
carriageways and 56% on 30mph roads. The
proportion of articulated HGVs exceeding the
speed limit by over 10mph on 30mph roads
was 3%, while less than 1% exceeded the
speed limit by more than 10mph on
motorways and NSL single carriageway roads

VANS In free flow conditions, 51% of vans
complied with the speed limit and 45% on
30mph road. On motorways 49% of vans
exceeded the speed limit compared to 55% on
30mph roads. The proportion exceeding the
limit by over 10mph on 30mph roads was 6%,
while 13% exceeded the speed limit on single
carriageways motorways by more than
10mph.

MOTORCYCLES In free flow conditions, 47% of
motorcycles complied with the speed limit on
motorways, 74% on NSL single carriageways
and 37% on 30mph roads. The proportion of
motorcycles exceeding the speed limit by
over 10mph on motorways was 19%, higher
than other vehicle types, compared to 16% of
motorcycles on 30mph and 10% on NSL single
carriageway roads.

RIGID HGV In free flow conditions, 66% of
rigid HGVs complied with the speed limit on
NSL single carriageways and 53% on 30mph
roads. On NSL single carriageway roads 34%
exceeded the speed limit, compared to 47%
on 30mph roads. The proportion exceeding
the speed limit by over 10mph on 30mph
roads was 5%, and 3% on NSL single
carriageways

The information is based on speed data from a sample of DfT’s Automatic Traffic Counters (ATCs),
chosen to exclude locations where external factors might restrict driver behaviour.
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RoSPA INVITES YOU TO HELP THEM

RoSPA is inviting practitioners to take part in a short survey, to identify any improvements that can
be made to the Road Safety Evaluation website and are inviting road safety practitioners to take
part in a short anonymous survey, which should take around 15 minutes to complete.
The website itself is designed to help anyone who delivers education, training or publicity
campaigns to evaluate their road safety interventions and is driven by the E-valu-it toolkit which
was updated around two years ago and asks users to complete a set of questions about their
intervention and guides them through the evaluation process.
To take part in the survey use this link https://wh1.snapsurveys.com/s.asp?k=159439294807
Responses will be used to write a report, which will be published on the website and if you have
any further questions please contact Becky Needham rneedham@rospa.com.

DUTCH REACH
Drivers and passengers in Wales are being encouraged to get into the habit of reaching across to the
vehicle’s door with their far hand to open it.
Known as Dutch Reach it is a ‘simple yet effective’ technique to prevent
‘dooring’ – caused when people exiting a vehicle suddenly open a door
into the path of a cyclist, or other vulnerable road user.
The aim is to make people think before opening the car door by making
the exit from the vehicle slower and more cautious.
Teresa Ciano, chair of Road Safety Wales, said:
“When exiting a vehicle using the Dutch Reach, check your mirrors and
reach for the door handle with the hand that is furthest from the door.
Your upper body will swivel, allowing you to check over your shoulder to
the side and rear. Opening the door slightly and checking again before
exiting the vehicle will greatly reduce the risk of coming into contact
with a passing cyclist.”

ANNOUCEMENT MARKS FIRST EV DAY
The Government announced on 9th September 2020 its plans to encourage further the uptake of
electric vehicles – to coincide with the first world day for Electric Vehicles including a new £9.3
million ‘try before you buy’ scheme aimed at businesses.
Highways England will work with local authorities to encourage businesses with diesel van fleets to
make the switch to electric and will offer free trials of electric vehicles for two months.
Other projects to benefit from the funding include one to develop a battery which could charge in
six-minutes and the Government has also confirmed it will consider the recommendations set out in
a report published by the Office for Low Emission Vehicles which include charge points being
installed at popular destinations such as supermarkets and tourist sites, consistent and clear public
signage on roads and painting parking spaces green.
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NEW VERSIONS OF ROADCRAFT AND MOTORCYCLE ROADCRAFT
TSO and the Police Foundation are pleased to announce that Roadcraft and Motorcycle Roadcraft
have been updated and due to publish in late October 2020. The new editions of these well
respected titles have been developed in consultation with expert
representatives from the police and other emergency services.
The updated versions will include:
•
•

•

An updated 'modern' design
A revised overtaking chapter with separate sections on passing
stationary vehicles, single stage overtakes, and multi-stage
overtakes
New explanations of advanced concepts, such as limit points on
left-hand bends

In addition and to ensure consistency Roadcraft Online has also been updated.
The eLearning package contains the same content as the hard copy, as well as the end of section
quizzes and video resources that bring key concepts to life. With administrator features that enable
managers to monitor their learners’ progress, Roadcraft Online is a flexible, cost-effective
alternative to book learning. The e-learning platform also contains exclusive videos which
demonstrate key manoeuvres such as limit points and overtaking. The platform enables learning
transparency and the ability for the course conductor to offer support where necessary. An
administrator log-in, allocated to a company or person when multiple licences are purchased,
allows the administrator to see a full audit trail of each student’s progress.
To order your copy on line go to:
https://tsoshop.co.uk/bookstore.asp?FO=1159966&Action=Book&ProductID=9780117083783&From=S
earchResults
REDUCING THE SPEED LIMIT ON THE MOTORWAY
It could well be that by the time you read this the speed limit will have been reduced on parts of
four motorways expected to have been introduced before the end of September or very soon after
in a trial to reduce pollution reducing the limit from 70mph to 60mph in areas that have seen
higher than recommended levels of nitrogen dioxide.
The trial will take place on the M6 junctions 6 to 7 by Witton,
M1 junctions 33 to 34 by Rotherham, M602 junctions 1 to 3 by
Eccles and M5 1 to 2 by Oldbury
Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) released from car exhausts is a serious
air pollutant and indirectly contributes to the warming of the
planet. The impact of the new 60mph limit will be reviewed in
a year's time.
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ADVANCED DRIVER ASSISTANCE SYSTEMS (ADAS) EXPLAINED
Thanks to Thatcham for the following simple explanation of Advanced Driver Assistance Systems
who clearly make the point that we’re still at the early stages of full development but are seeing
the building blocks falling into place.
Thatcham is the UK’s only ‘not for profit’ insurer funded
research centre, and hold a unique position to provide a holistic
view of the benefits or shortcomings of new and current vehicle
technologies. Our research is at the forefront of vehicle safety,
security and repair
Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)
Similar to traditional Cruise Control, with the
addition of a radar that monitors the car in
front so the system can keep a fixed distance.
This may include ‘Stop & Go’ or ‘Queue Assist’
functionality that can slow the car to a
complete stop and start driving again once a
hazard ahead has cleared.

Front Side View Cameras
These are a development of reversing cameras,
but put into the front bumper on both sides of
the car. They provide you with a real-time
overview of traffic conditions when pulling out
of obscured junctions, gateways or car parks
and
provide
extra
information
when
manoeuvring in those tight spaces.

Blind Spot Warning
A warning system which lets you know when
another vehicle is in your blind spot. This can
help prevent collisions when changing lane with
many manufacturers using sensors similar to
parking sensors. Because these warnings may be
regular, they are non-obtrusive such as a
warning light in the wing mirror or interior trim.

Lane Departure Warning
Most of these systems use a forward facing
camera mounted inside the windscreen by the
rear view mirror to identify the lane markings
and seeing if they are crossed. When activated
typical warnings include a flashing symbol on
the dashboard display or audible alert. If the
indicators are used before changing lanes, the
warnings are deactivated.

Driver Alerts
Aimed to combat tiredness at the wheel or
being distracted, these warning systems monitor
performance and alert you if it senses
attentiveness is affected. Most systems will give
an audible alert along with a message on the
dashboard display encouraging you to take a
break. Advanced systems can even alert you of
a potential collision if one is detected ahead.

Lane Keep Assist System (LKAS)
Building on LDW systems, this steers the car to
keep a central position between lane markings.
If the car starts to unintentionally cross lanes,
steering and/or braking is automatically applied
to return the car to the centre of the lane and a
warning is sounded. On tighter bends, if lane
markings are poor or the driver takes their hand
off the steering wheel, LKAS automatically
suspends itself.

Electronic Stability Control (ESC)
This prevents you from losing control in a skid
and has proven to be so effective, it’s been
mandatory on new vehicles since 2012. It works
by applying small steering and braking actions
to selected wheels if it senses the car veering
off course. Research shows that vehicles
equipped with ESC are a huge 25% less likely to
be involved in a fatal accident than those
without it.

Night Vision
Using infrared sensors to detect heat contrasts,
these systems let you ‘see’ further into the
distance. The images picked up are displayed on
the sat nav or dashboard. The BMW Night Vision
system with Pedestrian Recognition even
monitors the images and when a pedestrian is
identified, you’re alerted.

Forward Collision Warning (FCW)
FCW systems detect potential obstacles in your
path and alert you with a warning. They can
also support drivers by boosting the braking
input to help avoid a crash, however, unlike
AEB, FCW doesn’t work automatically, it needs
you to take action and apply the brakes in
response to the warning.

Parking Aids
Did you know that in the UK nearly a quarter of
all insurance claims are related to parking or
low speed manoeuvres? There are a wide variety
of parking and manoeuvring assistance systems
available, in some cases even controlling the
speed and driving direction on behalf of you,
the driver.
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BACKING FOR THE LEGALISATION OF E- SCOOTERS
With the growing number of local Authorities trialling the use of e-scooters the Association of
Directors of Environment, Economy, Planning and Transport (ADEPT) has published a policy paper
on the whole issue of e-Scooters in which it sets out the benefits and its thoughts on how the
Government can support increased take-up.
The paper sets out a number of questions around e-scootering that need to be resolved such as
• Should e-scooters be permitted to use those bus lanes on which cyclists
are permitted access?
• Should bus lane restrictions be amended to accommodate cyclists and
e-scooters in any case?
• Should e-scooters be allowed to use mandatory cycle lanes?
• Should e-scooters be allowed to use shared footway / cycleways
(segregated and / or non-segregated)?
• Should they be allowed to use the ‘pop-up cycleways’ that have been
introduced under the current emergency active travel measures?
• Should younger riders (under 16) be allowed to e-scooter in order to
both increase the level of e-scootering and alleviate the financial and
logistical challenge of delivering home-to-school transport?
• How can clear messages about the safe and responsible use of escooters be communicated to all riders?

Current Position
Regarding the Use of
e - Scooters
Strictly prohibited on
pavements
Limited to 15.5mph
Users recommended
wearing helmets.
Users must be aged 16
years or over.

• Is it appropriate for the use of protective headgear to be discretionary
if e-scooters are unable to match the speed of other motorised vehicles
occupying the same road space?

Users will need a full or
provisional car,
motorcycle or moped
licence to take part in the
trials,

• What form of insurance should an e-scooter user have – personal
and/or accidental damage?

Privately owned e-scooters
will not be legalised.

• How will the future design of highways and other infrastructure need to
change to reflect the requirements of e-scootering?

ADEPT said it believes there is a role for government in enabling policy changes to provide some
consistency in law with e-bikes and to ensure inclusivity in deprived areas and communities, as well
as rural areas with infrequent public transport.
Aside from this report regretfully Coventry City Council and their provider Voi have had to pause
the trial in the City following reports that e-scooters were being used in pedestrianised areas where
they are not permitted. However it has now emerged that Electric scooters are to be fitted with
number plates after warnings that antisocial behaviour on them is worse in England than anywhere
else in Europe. The company behind an e-scooter trial in Coventry and at least 12 other cities will
install identification plates to ensure that misbehaving riders can be easily tracked by CCTV
operators and police. The plates — probably formed of five digits — will be added to the front and
back of the scooters even though they are not required by law.
A copy of the document can be initially found at https://www.grahamfeest.com/resources/latestuploads/ after which is can be located at:
https://www.grahamfeest.com/resources/documents/reports-and-research-documents/
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DRIVING FOR BETTER BUSINESS
Some appalling results have been brought to the fore in a review published by Driving for Better
Business which again highlights the contempt which company directors and managers place on their
employees who drive as part of their business. Whilst certain health and safety legislation exists for
employees and their activities it is woefully inadequate and lacks any clarity when it comes to
driving for work particularly where the need to do so is not the prime part of the business.
Driving for Work was identified at the beginning of the millennium as a key area where positive
action could save many lives and serious injuries but we still have a long way to go in order to
maximise the potential savings which positive action could bring.

A copy of the document can be initially found at https://www.grahamfeest.com/resources/latestuploads/ after which is can be located at:
https://www.grahamfeest.com/resources/documents/reports-and-research-documents/
LOOKING BACK – MOVING FORWARD
A new report has called for £1.2bn to improve the safety of more than 5,000km of roads and
prevent more than an estimated 8,000 fatal and serious injuries over the next 20 years and such an
investment at this time would boost the UK’s economic recovery and protect the NHS by saving
society almost £4.4bn.
“Looking Back – Moving Forward” is a report from the Road Safety Foundation and Ageas. This
annual report now in its 20th year examines the performance of Britain’s motorways and A roads,
identifying the roads where lives could be saved with physical
improvements. The report points out that the recession from
2008 to 2010 led to a substantial road death reduction. On the
British EuroRAP network the average fatal and serious crash
rate fell by well over half, from 37 fatal and serious crashes
per billion vehicle-kilometres between 1997 and 1999 to 16
between 2016 and 2018. It is noted however, during this
period, Norway, Spain, Slovenia, Switzerland and Sweden have made better and faster progress.
Regretfully the report is too large to upload onto the Graham Feest Consultancy Website but can be
provided via email on request to graham@grahamfeest.com
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A SMARTER APPROACH TO SENTENCING
The Government is set to introduce the option of a life sentence for drivers who cause death as a result
of speeding, using a mobile phone or driving under the influence
of alcohol or drugs. The current maximum sentence for each
offence is 14 years but the maximum is rarely used and on average
drivers and riders who get a custodial sentence end up with a 3 to
5 year term in the majority of instances – some with less but very
few with more.
In a recently published White Paper entitled “A Smarter Approach
to Sentencing” the Government has announced that legislation to
introduce life sentences for killer drivers will be introduced to
parliament next year, a four year wait after a 2017 pledge from
the Ministry of Justice. The move forms part of major sentencing
reforms unveiled by the Lord Chancellor.
Specifically, the measures around driving include plans to:




Increase the maximum penalty for causing death by
dangerous driving from 14 years to life
Increase the maximum penalty for causing death by
careless driving whilst under the influence of drink or
drugs from 14 years to life
Create a new offence of causing serious injury by careless driving

The sentencing reforms also propose introducing the new offence of causing serious injury by careless
driving. At present, drivers who cause injuries under such circumstances can only be convicted of
careless driving – which has the maximum penalty of a fine.
The new legislation will apply to offences in England, Scotland and Wales, but not Northern Ireland,
which has separate road safety laws. It will be introduced in Parliament early next year.
The White Paper itself sets out the Governments’ proposals for changes to the sentencing and release
framework in England and Wales. In doing so it has accepted that over time community and custodial
sentencing has evolved in a piecemeal fashion as a result on small bit necessary additions but now is the
time to review the whole practice.

A copy of the “White Paper” can be initially found at
https://www.grahamfeest.com/resources/latest-uploads/ after which it can be located at:
https://www.grahamfeest.com/resources/documents/reports-and-research-documents/
THE TOM HARRINGTON PAPERS
This month’s latest papers which has been published/updated by Tom Harrington LLB, F Inst MTD
1) Is Jay Walking Considered A Traffic Violation?
3) Moonshine Cars of the Prohibition Era

2) The Anatomy of a Car Crash
4) Speeders Hey Not So Fast

Tom has spent well over 40 years in the driver training and road safety industry and publishes some
very well constructed and educational papers on a range of subjects all of which are worth a read.
In addition to these papers you will find others within the Information Centre Library at
www.grahamfeest.com
A copy of the papers listed above can be initially found at
https://www.grahamfeest.com/resources/latest-uploads/
after which it can be located at:
https://www.grahamfeest.com/resources/documents/reference-papers-and-information/
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SCHOOL RUN RESPONSIBLE FOR TRAFFIC CONGESTION?
Now that schools have returned data collected by the RAC in England shows a marked rise in cars on
the road, particularly at the peak drop-off time between 8am and 9am. Looking at average
weekday traffic between Monday 7th and Wednesday 16th September, volumes were back to levels
of weekdays in January and during these times were up 55% compared to the period before most
schools had returned from lockdown.
The figures appear to indicate that the UK’s morning rush
hour is caused more by people dropping children off at
schools and nurseries than it is by commuters heading to
places of work, given that many people are still working
from home and with many schools operating staggered
drop off times this may also be having the effect of
extending the rush hour.
At the other end of the day, car volumes are now at around the same level between the end of
school ‘rush’ of 3pm and 4pm and evening ‘rush’ of between and 5pm and 6pm as was the case
before the first coronavirus lockdown in March.
RAC spokesperson Rod Dennis said:
‘While schools reopening was always going to lead
to a rise in vehicle traffic, the fact that between a
fifth and a third of the UK workforce is still
working remotely shows just what role the school
drop-off plays in creating the phenomenon we
know as the morning rush hour. What’s abundantly

apparent is how dependent parents are on the car
for getting children to their places of study or play
during the week – and with fewer people prepared
to take public transport at the moment, the
reliance on the car as the transport mode of
choice has increased.’

Andy Bagnall, chief strategy officer for the Rail Delivery Group, said:
From 7th to 13th September, the number of cars
and lorries on the road was almost back to normal
with an average of 96% of pre-COVID traffic levels
and exceeding pre-COVID levels at weekends.
Conversely, the number of people using trains and
buses remains a fraction of what it was before the
pandemic, at 39% and 57% respectively.’

‘The data is clear and should raise alarm bells, the
country stands on the precipice of a car-led
recovery from COVID that risks dealing a knockout
blow to the nation’s target of reaching net zero
carbon emissions by 2050. The latest figures from
the Department for Transport suggest that growth
in car use is outstripping other modes of transport.

Godfrey Ryan, CEO of school transport specialist Kura, said:
‘Government messaging has made millions of
parents fearful of placing their children on shared
and public transport, creating an over-reliance on
cars and adding millions of vehicles to the roads in

recent weeks. This has rapidly undone the clean
air benefits measured throughout lockdown,
creating toxic air pollution both on the roads and
around the school gates.’

When we had the first relaxation of the rules people were told that if you can’t work from home
then discuss with your employers about returning to work. Walk, cycle or go by car and avoid public
transport was the message. Despite what else might have been forgotten that certainly has not
despite assurances now that public transport is safe and indeed you are safer using it than driving
which of course has always been the case. Covid clearly has made people think differently about
safety and the effects of air pollution and we need to turn the tide again to capitalise on the
achievements which we were beginning to make.
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Moving forward with faith – The one day interactive conference style events arranged by the Graham
Feest Consultancy in 2021 so far includes the following dates (subject to amendment if circumstances
dictate) and locations. To find out more and to book you place within the limited numbers set to
comply with government regulations go to https://www.grahamfeest.com/gfc-events/upcoming-events/
and follow the appropriate links. All venues are considered Covid Secure. Book your place now but
await payment instruction date. Genuine reservations only please. New details being added regularly.

Durham
Monday 22nd March 2021
Redworth Hall Hotel, Redworth, Durham DL5 6NL
10.00a.m. to 4.30p.m.

Stirling
Monday 19th April 2021
The Colessio Hotel, Spittal Street, Stirling FK8 1DU
10.00a.m. to 4.30p.m.

Nottingham
Monday 17th May 2021
Nottingham Trent University Burton Street,
Nottingham NG1 4BU
10.00a.m. to 4.30p.m.

Hull
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Monday 27 September 2021

The Guildhall, Lowgate, Hull HU1 2AA
10.00a.m. to 4.30p.m.
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A few of the brands that we have lost from our High Street
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